A parser is an
A parser is an algorithm that assigns a structural description to a string according to a grammar. It follows from this definition that there are three general issues in parser design: the structure to be assigned, the type of grammar, the recognition algo~ rithm. Each element in the dependency tree carries three labels: a role (which applies to the (sub)tree of which the element is the head), a lexeme, and a set of grammatical features. Subsequently, each tree in the chart looks for a slot in a "tree that is associated with annother edge.
If the head of the searching tree fitn the description in the slot then a new edge is drawn and labelled with the compound tree that results from inserting the first tree into the second. The categories of the ~ew tree are the result of unifying the categories of the slot tree and the filler tree.
Special features state the positional re~/irements, e.g. whether the segment corresponding to the filler has to preceed or to follow of the segment corresponding to the element dominating the slot. This process continues until no new tree is produced. Parsing was successful if at ].east one edge covers the whole input. The dependency tr~e associated with this edge is the desired structural description.
The fo].lowing example illustrates the mechanism.
(I) Flyir,g planes can be dangerous.
The lexicon lookup leads to the initialization of %he chart in figure i.
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un--- Fig. 2 The ch~Lrt at the end of tbe pnrsl:~g process
A chart for discontinuous segments
In figure 2 , the vertices represent left and right margins of segments. Adjacency is the inherent positional relationship in this model.
As a consequence, this chart does not allow for discontinuous constituents. This is a serious deficiency considering the phenomena of unbound dependencies which occur in many languages. 
